
Specify width: M, W, XW    Specify size: 5-15
BC011 HazMat/Structural Boots $159.95

BB009

Hellfire™ Insulated Boots

Unique one-piece liner construction - Utilizes Dupont’s™ premier Kevlar® knit 
fabric. The one piece liner eliminates overlapping seams that trap moisture and 
channel burning steam.
Oversized steel toe cap - Allows generous layers of insulating materials to fit
inside the toe cap to reduce conductive heat.
Strategic placement of steel midsole blocks heat as well as punctures -
Separation from the foot via midsole insulation reduces temperature penetration.
Cushion shin guard with rug-gripping texture - Dual-purpose design is textured
for stability and cushioned for comfort.
High-temperature resisting reflective patches - Vulcanized patches retain full
brightness and reflectivity over time, even at high temperatures.
Polyurethane removable insole - Provides athletic shoe comfort and 
additional thermal protection.

Hellfire series provides superior protection for structural fire fighting. 
Ship. wt. 6 lbs.

BB009 Felt Lined Hellfire™ White Lug Sole $88.95
AZ248 Light Insulated Hellfire™ Calendared Sole $115.95
AZ250 Insulated Hellfire™ Lug Sole $116.95

Specify width: M, W, XW    Specify size: 7-14, 15

Multiple layers of flame-suppressing materials - Protects and insulates the wearer.
Multi-layer/diverse types of rubber - Each layer protects with different chemical
resisting properties with improved electrical hazard protection.
Technologically advanced polyurethane/rubber lug sole - Super abrasion and 
slip resisting, improved traction in all weather conditions.
Oversize steel cap and insulated midsole - Superior foot comfort 
High-temperature resisting reflective patches - Vulcanized patches preserve 
full brightness and reflectivity over time.
Lightweight cushioned design - More comfort, less fatigue. 
Unique, durable “Flat Tacked” pull straps - Designed not to rub 
against the calf.

HazMat/Structural Boots
Weight and Fit Equal to that of Leather Bunker Boots
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AZ248 sole AZ250 sole

AR313

Specify width: N, M, W 
Specify size: Whole and half sizes: 7-16
AR313 Aluminized Rubber Boots $184.95

ARFF boots reflect radiant heat, keep feet safer, cooler, and more comfortable. Increased
protection in proximity fire and rescue. Ship. wt. 25 lbs.

Nomex® Linings create durable heat and penetration barriers inside this rugged,
reinforced fireboot
Night Sight ultra-high reflection safety stripes from 3M® shine in low light conditions.
Extra layers in heel and toe increase durability, support and protection
Vibram® Lug Outsoles provide a stable base for balance and traction
Flex Shield stainless steel midsole meets NFPA, ANSI, OSHA, CAL-OSHA, and 
CSA standards for sole puncture resistance
Safe-Toe® steel toe cap 
Kevlar®/Nomex® lining

Aluminized Rubber Boots
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